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THE MOORE-PENROSE INVERSE 
OF A PARTITIONED MORPHISM 
IN AN ADDITIVE CATEGORY 
P E T R P E S K A 
(Communicated by Stanislav Jakubec ) 
ABSTRACT. R. E. Cline (1969) published a formula for a Moore-Penrose inverse 
of a parti t ioned matr ix. R. Borger (1987) and R. Puystjens and D. W. Robinson 
(1984) generalized the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matr ix to the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of a morphism. In this paper the notion of parti t ioned morphism is intro-
duced and a formula for its Moore-Penrose inverse is derived. 
Further, the problems of Moore-Penrose inverses of parti t ioned matrices in the 
set of all matrices with complex entries with an arbitrary involution are solved 
here. Using the results of this paper, we get an algorithm for the computat ion of 
the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matr ix without using the full-rank factorization 
in the set of matrices with an arbi trary involution. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of the Moore-Penrose inverse is well-known in matrix theory. It 
is a generalization for all matrices of the inverse of nonsingular matrices. Let us 
mention that the Moore-Penrose inverse of a complex matrix A is a complex 
matrix X satisfying the following axioms: 
AX A = A , (AX)* =AX, 
XAX = X, (XAy =XA, 
where * is the conjugate transpose. 
It has been proved that the Moore-Penrose inverse exists for an arbitrary 
matrix and that it is unique. When proving its existence full-rank factorization 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 18B99; Secondary 15A09. 
K e y w o r d s : additive category, Moore-Penrose inverse, parti t ioned morphism, involution, 
Greville's algorithm. 
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is usually used. In 1960, G r e v i 11 e [7] published a recurrent algorithm that 
proves the existence of the Moore-Penrose inverse without using the full-rank 
factorization. In 1969, C l i n e [6] published a formula for the Moore-Penrose 
inverse of a partitioned matrix in an article extending Greville's work. In the 
article [3] B 6 r g e r occupies himself with this notion in a general category with 
an involution and generalizes the notion of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix 
to the notion of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a morphism. Some others (e.g.. 
P u y s t j e n s and R o b i n s o n [10]) investigate the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
morphisms in an additive category with an involution, which seems to be more 
appropriate. In this paper, which explores further the problems considered in 
the articles mentioned above, the notion of partitioned morphism is introduced 
and a formula for its Moore-Penrose inverse is derived. L. S k u 1 a [11] described 
all the involutions on the set of all matrices with complex entries. The problems 
of Moore-Penrose inverses of partitioned matrix in this set of matrices with an 
arbitrary involution is solved here. Finally, it can be seen that an algorithm for 
computation of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix without using the full-
rank factorization on this set of all matrices with an arbitrary involution follows 
immediately from the results presented in this paper. 
2. Some basic notions of category theory 
In this section, we would like to remind the reader of some basic notions of 
category theory. These and other relevant material can be found in [8], [1] or [4], 
Category: 
A category /C is a class ob /C whose elements are called objects together with 
a class M which is a disjoint union of the form 
M= (J K(A,B), 
(A,B)Gob/Cxob/C 
where /C(-4, B) is a set. The elements of fC(A,B) are called morphisms from A 
to B and for / G K,(A,B) we write f: A-+B. 
Moreover, the morphisms have the following properties: 
1. (V A G ob K) (3 morphism idA : A -> A), 
2- (V / 
3. (V / 
4- (V / 
A ^ B , g:B->C)(3fg:A^C), 
A^B)(iáAf = f, fiáB = f), 
A->B, g:B^C, h: C -> D)((fg)h = f(gh)). 
N o t e . Let A G ob/C. If / is a morphism to A and a is a morphism from A, 
then we say that the morphism a is a conformable morphism to / . 
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Isomorphism: 
A morphism f': A -» B is called an isomorphism, if there exists a morphism 
g: B -» A such that fg — idA and gf = \&B. The morphism g is denoted 
as / - 1 . 
Idempotent morphism: 
If / : A —)> A and / / = / , then the morphism / is called idempotent. 
Sum of objects: 
Let j4, B be objects in a category /C. A sum of A and B is ordered triad 
(A + B,eA,eB), where j4 + B€ob/C, eA: A -* A + JB and eB: B —> A + £ 
satisfy: for any object A" and arbitrary morphisms / : A —> X and g: B ^ X 
there exists a unique morphism /i: A+B —» X such that f = eAh and # = eB/i. 
Note. The sum of objects need not exist, but if it exists, then it is unique up 
to an isomorphism. 
Additive category: 
Let each set (/C(A, JB), +) be an abelian group, subject to the following condi-
tions: 
1. If / , g e K(A, B), x e /C(X, A) and y G JC(B, Y), then 
*U + 9) = xf + xg, (1) 
U + 9)v = fv + 9V- (2) 
2. The zero element 0AB of IC(A,B) satisfies 
^°AB = °.YB » (3) 
O A B ^ O A y (4) 
and it is called zero morphism. 
Then we call /C an additive category. 
Involution: 
An involution in a category /C is a unary operation * which with each / : A -> B 
associates f*:B-+A such that 
( / T = / , (5) 
(fgy = 9*r (6) 
for any conformable morphism g. 
If the category /C is additive, then in addition 
(/ + h)* = f* + h* (7) 
holds for all h: A -> B. 
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N o t e . Clearly, for all A, B G ob/C the identities id^ = idA and 0AB = 0BA 
hold. 
Symmetric morphism: 
A morphism / : A -> A is called symmetric with respect to the involution * 
provided that / = / * . 
E X A M P L E . Category MAT. 
The objects of this category are positive integers and morphisms from m to n 
are complex matrices of size m x n. The composition of morphisms is ordinary 
multiplication of matrices. In MAT the morphism idm is identity matrix Im 
of order m. 
Isomorphisms are nonsingular matrices and idempotent morphisms are idem-
potent matrices. 
The sum of objects m and n can be the ordered triad (m -f n, [Rm 0m n ], 
[ 0 n m Sn ]) , where 0 m n is the zero matrix of size m x n and i? m and Sn are 
any nonsingular matrices of orders m and n, respectively. 
The category MAT can be considered as an additive category with ordinary 
addition of matrices. Zero morphisms are the zero matrices. 
Conjugate transpose forms an involution in this category. 
3. Moore-Penrose inverse of a morphism 
The following definition, Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 were published in [3]. 
Moore-Penrose inverse of a morphism: 
Let /C be a category and let / : A -> B be a morphism. A morphism g: B -> A 
is called the Moore-Penrose inverse (abbreviated to MP-inverse) of the morphism 
/ with respect to the involution * if the following conditions hold: 
fgf = f, (8) 
9f9 = 9, (9) 
(f9)* = f9, (10) 
(9f)*=9f. (11) 
LEMMA 3 .1 . If an MP-inverse of morphism f exists, then it is unique. 
The MP-inverse of morphism / is denoted by / + . 
If the MP-inverse of morphism / exists, then / is called MP-invertible. 
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L E M M A 3.2. 
1. If f is an isomorphism, then f is MP-invertible and / + = / _ 1 . 
2. If f is MP-invertible, then /* . /+ are also MP-invertible, and ( /+ ) 
= f,(f+r = (n+-
LEMMA 3.3. Let K be an additive category. 
1. For each A, B £ ob/C the morphism 0AB is MP-invertible and (OAB) 
= <w 
2. If f: A ->• B, g: B -> C are MP-invertible and fg = 0AC, then 
(f9)+=9+f+ = 0CA. 
3. If f: A —•> B is an arbitrary MP-invertible morphism, then id^ —// 
and idB — / + / are symmetric and idempotent morphisms. 
P r o o f . 
1. We get this statement from (8), . . . ,(11). 
2. Using (6),(8), . . . ,(11) and Lemma 3.2 we get 
9+f+=9+99+f+ff+ 
= 9+(99+r(f+frf+ = 9+(9+)*9*r(f+rf+ = 9+(9+r(f9ru+rf+ 
= 0cA = (f9)+-
3. This statement follows easily from the definitions of symmetric and idem-
potent morphism. D 
4. Partitioned morphism and its Moore-Penrose inverse 
DEFINITION 4.1. PARTITIONED MORPHISM. Let A, B be objects in the 
category /C, let (A + B,eA,eB) be their sum and let the morphisms eA, eB 
have the following properties 
eAeA = idA > eBeB = idB > (12) 
eAeA+e*BeB=idA+B ' (13) 
Suppose that f: A -> X and g: B -> X are morphisms in the category /C. Then 
we call the morphism h: A -F B -» X with the property / = eAh and g = eBh 
the partitioned morphism of / and g with respect to the sum (A -F B, eA, eB). 
Let us denote h = ( ) . 
For / : X -> A and g: X -> 5 we define ( / g) = f ^ J . 
Note, (f): A + B-+X, (f g): X ->A + B. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. The partitioned morphism in category MAT. 
Let (ra + n, [Rm 0mn ], [0nm Sn ]) be a sum of objects in category MAT. 
It can easily be seen that the relations (12) and (13) hold if and only if Rm 
and Sn are unitary matrices. Let x G o b M A T (x is a positive integer) and 
let / : ra —> x and g: n —» x be morphisms in MAT (/ is a matrix A of size 
mxx and g is a matrix B of size nxx).ln this case, the partitioned morphism 
) is the partitioned matrix R*A m 
s*в 
LEMMA 4 .1 . Let the sums (A + B,eA,eB) and (C + D,ec,eD) exist and 
let all partitioned morphisms be given with respect to either (A + B,eA,eB) or 
(C + D,ec,eD). 
1. If f: A-+X, g: B-+X, k: X -+Y, then 
{',)"= (*Y*+B^Y- <14) 
2. If x: Y ^ A, y: Y ^ B, k: X ^ Y, then 
k(x y) = (kx ky): X -> A + B. (15) 
3. / / / : A^X, g:B -> X, x:Y ->• A, y:Y -> B, then 
(x y)(f)=xf + yg:Y->X. (16) 
4. Iff:A->X. g: B -> X, x: X -> C, y: X -> D. then 
( 0 " " - ( » 21)-((2)(2))-
P r o o f . 
1. From the definition of partitioned morphism it follows that fk = eA 
and gk = eB I ) k. 
From the same definition, there exists one and onlv one morphism [ , 
gk)=fk>e*{gk 
2. Similarly to 1. 
3. From the definition of the partitioned morphism we have / = e . r 
A i g 
A + B -+Y such that eA [
J )= fk, eB \{l)=gk. 
g z = Є в \ g ) a n d ^X y } e A = x , ( x У)ЄB = У-
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So 
xf + yg= (x . y)e*AeA(gJ +(x y)e*BeB(
f
s) 
= (x y)(e*AeA + e*BeB)(
f\=(x v)( ) according (13). 
4. This assertion follows from part 1. and 2. • 
Let us denote 
f)(x y)=(fx fy):A + B-+C + D. (17) 
9J \gx gyj 
From the definition of partitioned morphism it is easy to see that 
fx fyY_((fx)* (gx)*\ 
gx gy) ' \(fy)* (gy)*) ' l l 8 j 
ASSUMPTION. Let AC be an additive category with involution * and A G ob/C. 
For the following theorem let us suppose that if / : A —> A is an arbitrary 
morphism, then idA + / / * is an isomorphism. 
THEOREM 4.1. GENERALIZED C L I N E ' S THEOREM. Let the above as-
sumption be satisfied. Further, let u: X —> A, v: X —» B and let u be 
MP-invertible. Let us denote 
c= (idx-uu
+)v, c : X - > S , (19) 
and assume c is MP-invertible. Furthermore, let us denote 
k= (idB+(idB-c
+c)v*(u+)*u+v(idB-c
+c))~\ k:B-+B. (20) 
If the sum (A + _5, eA, eB) exists and if the morphism 
f = (u v ) , f:X^A + B, 
is a partitioned morphism of u and v with respect to (A + __?, eA, eB), then it is 
MP-invertible and 
._!_ _ (u+ — u+vc+ — u+v(idB — c
+c)kv*(u+)*u+(idx — vc
+)\ 
* ~ \ c+ + (idB -c
+c)kv*(u+)*u+(idx -vc
+) J 
with respect to (A + B: eA. eB). 
Note. Since the morphism id5 —c
+c is symmetric (see Lemma 3.3), the mor-
phism k exists (see Assumption). 
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P r o o f . Let us denote the following morphism as / 0 • 
- _ (u+ — u+vc+ — u+v(idB — c
+c)q\ (r>^, 
Jo~{ C+ + (idB -c
+c)q J ' V } 
where q: B -» X is a morphism. We would like to choose the morphism q in 
such a way that the morphism f0 be the MP-inverse of / . Let us verify the 
conditions (8), ... ,(11). 
1. The condition (10): ( / / 0 )* = / / 0 . 
Using (16) we get 
ff0 = uu
+ — uu+vc+ — uu+v(idB —c
+c)q + vc+ + ^(idB —c^c)q 
= uu+ - uu+v(c+ + (idB -c
+c)q) + v(c+ + (idB -c
+c)q) 
= ^ii+ + (v — uu+v)(c+ + (idB — c
+c)q) 
= im+ + c(c+ + (idB — c+c)g) 
= uu+ + cc+ . 
Clearly, the morphism uu+ + cc+ is a symmetric morphism according to (7) 
and (10). 
The condition (10) is satisfied for arbitrary q: B -> X. 
2. The condition (8): ff0f = / . 
By the result above and (15) we have ff0f = ((^i^/
+ + cc+)u (uu+ + cc + )^ ) . 
Moreover, 
u+c = u + ( i d v —7/^+)^ = 0AB . (22) 
According to the Lemma 3.3, part 2, we have that 
c+u = 0BA . (23) 
Further, by (19), cc+v = ( c c + ) ^ = c+*c*v = c+*i;*(idx - M + ) * V . 
Since ( id x -^x^/
+) is symmetric and idempotent (see Lemma 3.3, part 3), we 
get 
c+*v*(idx -uu
+)*v = c+*v*(idx -Uu
+)*(idx -uu
+)v 
= c+*c*c = cc+c = c. 
So cc+v = c and by (9) 
c+v = c+c. (24) 
Using (19) we get uu+v + cc+v = /̂̂ I+ ;̂ + c = uu+v + (idY -uir)v = t \ 
So, the condition (8) holds for each q: B -» K. 
3. The condition (9): / 0 / / 0 = / 0 . 
We use the formula / 0 / / 0 = f0(uu
+ + cc+). Then 
, ff __ (
u^ ~ u+vc+ ~ u+v(\dB -c
+c)q(uu+ + cc+) \ 
/ o / ; ° V c + + ( id B -c+ c )g^H -
L + cc+) / 
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according to (9), (22) and (23). Therefore, for (9) to hold we must have 
q(uu+ +cc+) - q, (25) 
which is true only in some cases (see below). 
4. The condition (11): ( / 0 / )* - fj. 
Let us make the composition of morphisms / 0 and / . Using formulas (23) and 
(24) we get 
, , _ (u+u — u+vi^\dB -c
+c)qu ^+x;(id^ -c+c)(idB —qv) \ 
JoJ ~ V (idB-c
+c)qu c+c+(idB-c
+c)qv ) ' 
For the formula ( / 0 / )* = f0f to hold, the relation 
(u+v(idB -c
+c)(idB -qv))* = (idB -c
+c)qu (26) 
must be satisfied according to (18) and the morphisms 
u+v(idB -c
+c)qu and (idB -c
+c)qv 
must be symmetric. 
Let us denote 
q - kv*(u+)*u+(idx -vc
+), (27) 
where k is given by (20). 
Since ^ + ( i d x -vc
+)uu+ = u+ according to (9) and (23) and u+(idx -vc
+)cc+ 
= -u+vc+ according to (22) and (9) the formula 
q(uu+ 4- cc+) = kv*(u+)*u+(idx -vc
+)(uu+ -f cc+) 
- kv*(u+)*u+ + kv*(u+)*(-u+vc+) 
— kv*(u+)*u+(id x —vc
+) = q 
holds for q given by (27) and the formula (25) is satisfied. 
Further we know by the Lemma 3.3, that the morphism idB —c
+c is symmet-
ric and idempotent. Hence it easy to see that the morphism i d 5 —c
+c commutes 
with the morphism idB + ( id B —c
+c)v*(u+)*u+v(idB — c
+c). This shows that the 
morphism idB —c
+c also commutes with morphism k given by (20). Clearly 
((idB -c
+c)ky - (idB -c
+c)k , (28) 
because the morphism k is symmetric. 
Let us show now that the morphism tz+L^id^ —c^c)qu is symmetric for q 
given by (27). We get 
H+t>(idB -c









and this morphism is clearly symmetric according to (28). 
Furthermore we will show7 that the morphism (id 5 —c
+c)qv is also symmetric 




Since the morphism idB —c
+c is symmetric and idempotent we get 
(idB —c








using (28). Together, 
( id5 -c
+c)qv = (idB -c
+c)(idB -k). (29) 
Since i d 5 — k is clearly symmetric, the morphism (id5 —c+c)qv is also symmet-
r ic 
Finally we will show that the relation (26) also holds for q given by (27). 
We have 
u+v(idB — c





On the other hand, 
(idB —c
+c)qu = (idB — c
+c)kv*(u+)* u+(id x —vc^)u 
= (idB-c
+c)kv*(u+)*. 
Now it is easy to see that the formula (26) holds for q given by (27). 
Altogether, we have shown that the formula / + = / 0 holds for q given 
by (27). • 
N o t e . To prove the theorem, we need not suppose that for every A G ob /C and 
for every morphism / : A —> A the morphism idA + / / * is an isomorphism; it is 
sufficient to suppose that the morphism k is an isomorphism. 
5. Involutions on the set of all matrices 
L. S k u l a described in [11] all involutions on the set of all matrices wTith 
complex entries. In this section we would like to recall some important results 
of the paper. 
From now on the following notation will be used: 
C the field of complex numbers, 
C n the vector space of all n dimensional vectors. 
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M the set of all matrices, 
Mmn the set of all m x n matrices, 
Mn the set of all square matrices of order n , 
ic the identity mapping of C , 
Remark. We have Cn = Mnl. 
Matrix A*: 
Let ip be an automorphism on C such that (p2 = i c . For A = [A{j] G Mmn we 
define 
A = -"kZ-l<k<n, l<l<m ' 
where bkl = <p(alk) (1 < k < n , 1 < / < m). 
ip -Hermitian matrix: 
The matrix A is called <p-Hermitian if A* = A. 
Clearly, if A G Mmn, then A* G Mnm. Hence a <£-Hermitian matrix must 
be a square matrix. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let *: M —» M be a unary operation. The operation * is an 
involution on M if and only if there exists an automorphism cp on C such that 
(p2 = ic and for each positive integer m there exists a nonsingular Am G Mm . 
which is (f-Hermitian, such that for each X G M we have 
X* = AX* A"1. 
q p 
N o t e . Let (p be an automorphism on C such that (p2 = ic and let A = 
{An}n
<)
=l be a sequence of nonsingular (/^-Hermitian matrices An G Mn. We 
say that the pair [A, tp] defines the involution * : M -> M if for each X G M 
we have X* = AX* A'1. 
q p 
THEOREM 5.2. Let ip and ip be automorphisms on C such that tp2 = ip2 
= ic . Let A = {An}n
<)
=zl and B = {Bn}n^=zl be sequences of nonsingular matrices 
An and Bn of order n which are <p -Hermitian and ifi -Hermitian, respectively. 
The pairs [A, ip] and [B, ib] define the same involution *: M -> M if and only 
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
1 . <p = i/>, 
2. there exists a complex number c, c ^ 0 ; with the following properties: 
<p(c) = c = ip(c), and for each positive integer n we have Bn = cAn . 
In the remainder of this section, let us suppose that (p is an automorphism 
on C such that (p2 — ic and ip / i c . 
Field of (p -real numbers: 




THEOREM 5.3. The field F((p) is a linearly ordered field with the positive cone 
P={p2: peF{^)}. 
N o t e . The above formula says that if a, b G F((p), then a > b if and only if 
a-beP. 
(p -unitary matrix: 
A nonsingular matrix is called (^-unitary if U~l = U^. 
THEOREM 5.4. A square matrix H G Mn is p -Hermitian if and only if there 
exists a ip -unitary matrix U G Mn and a diagonal matrix D = diagjA^ . . . , An} 
such that for each 1 < k < n, Xk is (p -real, and 
H = U*DU. 
The numbers A 1 , . . . , An are called the eigenvalues of H. 
Positive [negative] (p -definite matrix: 
Let H be a (^-hermitian matrix of order n . It is called positive [negative] 
(^-definite if for all x G C n , x ^ 0, 
x*Hx>0 [x^HxKO] in F(p) 
is satisfied. 
N o t e . If for all x G C n , x / 0, x*Hx ^ 0 in F((p): then the matrix H is 
called (^-definite. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let H G Mn be (p-Hermitian with eigenvalues Ax Xn. 
Then H is positive [negative] (p-definite if and only if Ax > 0 , . . . , Xn > 0 
[X1 <0,...,Xn<0]in F((p). 
COROLLARY. 7/ a matrix H is positive [negative] (p-definite, then the matrix 
H~x is also positive [negative] (p -definite. 
N o t e . The matrix H is (p-definite if and only if A2 ^ 0 , . . . , An ^ 0 in F((p). 
THEOREM 5.6. Let (p and ip be automorphisms on C such that p2 = y 2 = ic 




cL1, -0] , respectively. Further, let us denote the MP-inverses of matrix 
X with respect involutions * and a as MP^A") and MP,, (A"), respectively. Then 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. MP^(A) = M P ^ A ) for each X G M . 
2. ip = ip, and for each pos^tive integer m there exists a complex number 
c(m) such that Am = c(m)Bm. 
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6. The Moore-Penrose inverse of a partitioned morphism 
in the category MAT 
In this section, let us consider the category MAT with an involution * 
defined by a pair [A — {-4n}^=1,c^] , where <p is an automorphism on C such 
that (p2 = i c and ip ^ z c . 
LEMMA 6.1. Let m be a fixed object in category MAT with the involution * 
where for each positive integer n the matrix An is p -definite. 
Then just one of the following conditions hold: 
1. For any f: m -> 1, / ^ 0 m l is / * / > 0 in F(ip). 
2. For any f : m ^ l , / ^ 0 m l is / * / < 0 in F(<p). 
P r o o f . Let m be an object in the category MAT. Suppose that the ma­
trices Ax and Am are both positive (^-definite. If / : m —r 1, / 7-= 0 m l is a mor­
phism, then / * / = Alf^Am
if by 5.1 and by definition of positive (^-definite 
matrix / * / > 0 for every / . 
If the matrices Ax and Am are not both positive (^-definite, then we prove 
the statement similarly. • 
N o t e . If / : m -> 1, then let us denote | / | m = / * / . Observe that either 
| / | m > 0 or | / | m < 0 in F(cp) and these inequalities behave for given m in 
the same way for arbitrary / . 
LEMMA 6.2. Let f: m -> 1 be a morphism in the category MAT with the 
involution * where for all positive integers n the matrices An are ip-definite. 
The morphism f is MP-invertible and if f ^ 0 m l . then 
Г = 1/1, 
P r o o f . The result follows by verification of the conditions (8). . . . ,(11). 
• 
We would like to find the answer to this question: Which involutions in the 
category MAT satisfy the assumption of Theorem 1? The following theorem 
gives the answer. 
THEOREM 6.1. The following statements are equivalent: 
1. The morphism, i d m +FF* is an isomorphism for each m £ ob MAT 
and for each morphism F: m —> m,. 
2. For all positive integers n the matrices An are cp-definite. 
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N o t e . Let us remind that m is a positive integer, F G Mm, the morphism 
i d m is the identity matrix of order m and isomorphisms are just nonsingular 
matrices in MAT. 
P r o o f . 
I. Let us suppose that condition 2 holds. Consider any m G ob MAT 
and any morphism F: m -> m. For each x: m -> 1 (x G C m ) , we have 
x * ( i d m + F F * ) x = x*x + x * F F * x = | x | m + | F * z | m . It follows by 6.1 that 
x*(id m -\-FF*)x = 0 if and only if x = 0. Hence i d m +FF* is an isomorphism. 
II. Conversely, let us suppose that there exists positive integer m such that 
the matrix Am is p-Hermitian, but it is neither positive (/?-definite nor negative 
(^-definite. Hence, there exists a (^-unitary matrix Um G Mm and a diagonal 
matrix Dm = diag{A 1 ?..., Am} such that for each 1 < k < m, Xk is (p-real, 
and Am — UmDmUm according to Theorem 5.4 and using Theorem 5.5 w
re get 
that there exist 1 < kj < m such that Xk > 0 and Xt < 0 in F(tp). 
Let y G C m be the vector with fcth entry equal to 1, Ith. entry equal to 
y/-~(^k/\) a n ( ^ °^ner entries zero and let us put x — Umy and F = 0 m m . 
Then 






Hence i d m + F F * is not an isomorphism for any F: m —> m and hence the 
matrices An must be (^-definite for all positive integers n. • 
The following theorem gives instructions for getting a partition morphism of 
given morphisms in the category MAT with an arbitrary involution. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let the matrices An be positive (D -definite for all positive 
integers n or negative ip -definite for all positive integers n. Moreover, let us 
put An = Un°DnUn for each positive integer n, where matrix Un G Mn is a 
(p-unitary and the matrix Dn = diag{A 1,..., An} is a diagonal matrix. 
Let a, b, x G ob MAT, f:a—>x and g: b —> x be arbitrary morphisms 
in MAT. 
Let the matrix 
ea = VI W^K 0 a, 6 ] Ua+b and eb = U? [ 0fc.a y/ĎbFb } UaA 
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where if the matrix Da_^b = diag{A 1 : . . ., A a + b } , then the matrix 
Ea = (diag{A 1 , . . . ,A a })
_ 1 and Fb= (diag{A a + 1 , . . . , A a + J )
- 1 
Then the matrix 
T / n v _ 1 (, 
Ja,b Һ = u : + b 
y/õЖ'1 oa ua o a j 6 
o M ubl 
is a partitioned morphism of f and g with respect to the sum, (a -F 6, e a , eh). 
P r o o f . First we must prove that the morphisms ea and eb satisfy the 
relations (12) and (13) and then we can easily show that / = eah and g = ebh. 
As the proof is not difficult we do not present it here. • 
N o t e . Using the relations / = eji and g = ebh we can obtain simply the 
morphisms / and g from given partitioned morphism h. 
Final remark. Generalized Greville's algorithm. Lemma 6.1 together 
with Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 6.2 give an algorithm for computation of the 
MP-inverse of an arbitrary morphism in the category MAT with an involution 
* denned by the pair [.4 = {.An}£L-, (f] where the matrices An are either pos-
itive (^-definite for all positive integers n or negative 9?-definite for all positive 
integers n without using the full-rank factorization. 
If the matrices An are (^-definite for all positive integers n we obtain this 
algorithm by using Theorem 5.6 in addition. 
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